This article traces the history of a group of Zambian broadcasters who established the first radio station in the country and made their mark on broadcasting for years to come. It describes their contribution to modern Zambian culture and to nationalist mobilisation. African broadcasters developed formats, ways of presenting and music that appealed to Zambian listeners and established new, authentically local styles.
background and produced a live music and entertainment programme, earning the Bemba nickname 'Mfumfumfu', 'he from whom words pour unceasingly like a river down a waterfall '. 11 Peter
Fraenkel gives some examples of their artful production skills. would be able to 'mellow' the 'increasing illiberalism' in the Federation.
15
It is a sign of their influence that the CABS never completely lost its liberal roots, and most
African broadcasters who played a role in Zambia's decolonisation had started under Kittermaster.
Who were these people and what was their role in the decolonisation process and independent Furthermore, broadcasters in Lusaka had firsthand experience of the consequences of losing listeners' trust. After CABS was forced to broadcast federal propaganda, rumours circulated in Northern Rhodesia that they were the newest victims of banyama -vampire men who, instead of sucking blood, controlled their victims' minds, so that even people like Nkhata and Kateka supported the Federation. Peter Fraenkel saw the rationale behind the rumour: 'How could the announcers broadcast "bad news", news which displeased Africans, unless they had lost all their will-power? How else could they be made to read pro-Federation propaganda on the air?' 17 The story acquired a very real power when a mob assembled at Edward Kateka's house --whom they accused of having abducted a child --and chased him until he found refuge in a police station. Luise
White speculates that the specific banyama rumours about African broadcasters were connected to their work as, essentially, storytellers: 'What did cause these accusations? Was it the general panic, the men themselves, the stories newscasters told on the air or the way they told those stories?' She suggests that 'it was the work that was suspicious, not the man'. 18 For many African broadcasters, the situation in radio under Federal control was extremely frustrating and tense, especially during the latter half of the 1950s when nationalists radicalised, and conflicts multiplied. Although the banyama rumours subsided eventually, the censorship, control and spies remained. However, broadcasters -and listeners -creatively sought out spaces for subversive communication.
Andrea Masiye, after a successful career in broadcasting that had brought him into the adapted from European tunes'. Such an idea of 'adulteration', however, was only possible if there was a concept of 'unadulterated' music fixed in time and space; at CABS they ignored long histories of musical change and exchange of forms and instruments. They saw ultural change as problematic, and the report worried that it seemed 'almost inevitable that the indigenous music is gradually dying out'. Nevertheless, the broadcasters could not resist fast-changing listener tastes and subsequent demands for contemporary music in programmes -'hilly-billy' and 'tsabatsaba' music were played more and more throughout the decade. 26 Both styles were associated with the working class, which might have played a role in the broadcasters' dismissal of them as inauthentic.
However, as Masiye shows so impressively, Zambian music had already developed and adapted to the colonial situation. Zambian songs had long commented on social and political grievances and, for example, expressed anger about plans for amalgamation -of which Federation, as they saw it, was only a superficially moderate version. When people turned against the radio for This tune was for a long time at the top of the weekly request programme hit parade.
Christians, Muslims and heathens alike asked for it. The reason was obvious to both African broadcasters and listen-ers, but not to our European colleagues and supervisors. To the Africans, the hymn was not referring to an imaginary people in a fictitious situation. It was pointing to the Africans of Central Africa, particularly those of Northern Rhodesia. At the beginning of the 1960s, another political song followed this banned Watchtower tune on the top of the hit parade. More outspoken, it still managed to slip through censorship for a while. The text seemed to be about either religious deliverance or freedom from slavery, but the chorus in the present tense alluded to ongoing struggles for political freedom. Given the repressive nature of FBC broadcasting, it is astonishing that such a song could be played day and night. This was partly due to broadcasters' cunning.
Broadcasters were very aware that once British officials knew about the subversive nature of the song they would ban it. To assure listeners that so far there was no danger, another song came in handy. It was a release by a white group calling themselves The Tokens. Their In the end, the song was banned after an African announcer -according to Masiye an informant planted in the station by the Federal government -divulged its implications to the officials.
Through the knowing cooperation of African broadcasters, locally composed songs circulated widely in the Federation. Thus, an old local practice -commenting on and mediating political and social developments through song -developed into contemporary national discourse.
As Debra Spitulnik has correctly remarked, request programmes in Zambia 'have played a critical role in constructing an imagined -and concretely participated in -national community that extends beyond the immediate world of face-to-face encounters'. 32 The more or less unspoken collaboration between nationalist broadcasters and listeners, who subverted Federal censorship, infused the national community with anti-colonial discourse.
A host of contradictory developments arose from this: on the one hand, listeners saw African broadcasters as 'Capricornists' -collaborators with settlers, on the other, they sent in requests for dissident songs. 33 Similarly, broadcasters worked as propagandists for the settler regime, reading out censored news, while contradictorily, they established subversive practices. However, these discrepancies play an integral part in the way resistance plays out in repressive circumstances.
Subversive discourse was indirect and usually metaphoric or poetic. Moreover, listeners eventually came to understand the constraints placed upon broadcasters. Much more interesting for an analysis of the broadcasters' role in the decolonisation of Zambia is the fact that although many broadcasters took risks by engaging in subversive practices, they also shared many colonial ideas about Zambian (to achieve a modern society, which promised much, most importantly a significant rise in living standards), but the means by which it would be achieved and who was to lead the way.
Many African broadcasters sympathised with nationalist politics, and the music programmes Nationalist politics separated the African broadcasters from their liberal superiors, but other things united them. The African broadcasters at CABS belonged to a Zambian intellectual elite --most had finished secondary school and worked as teachers and civil servants before joining the station. They shared ideas about modernity, development and African cultures that would shape radio programmes until after independence. This is most visible in cultural and entertainment programmes that, during the 1950s, emphasised 'traditional' music and told stories of rural Africans coming to the city, encountering problems and conflicts on the way as theydeveloped into 'modern' subjects. Feature formats had less flexibility, forming part of a scheme to propagate modern values, such as hygiene, the work ethic and the rule of law in the colonial state. Entertainment and music programmes did not spout blatant propaganda, however, but showed sensitivity for the needs and anxieties that accompanied social change in the Zambian urban areas.
Cosmopolitans and Transnational Hierarchies
Peter Fraenkel, in his 1959 account, describes his African colleagues as members of an intellectual class that had developed under colonialism, which he dubs 'Men Between'. According to Fraenkel, they stood between African tradition and the modern education and culture colonialism had brought to the territory, between town and country, between their African peers and European colleagues.
His binary analysis is problematic because it employs the very categories African intellectuals defied, but it hints at the very real situation of broadcasters in colonial radio. Broadcasters were men between in more than one sense, and not only in their class position. They all too often found themselves between different cultures, between different styles of broadcasting and between colonial politics and their listeners' views. There are alternative concepts, the most attractive being Thomas Turino's analysis of CABS broadcasters as 'cosmopolitans'. To describe them as 'cultural brokers', Turino argues, is to take over 'essentialist ideas of race or regional heritage', which may have been the underlying reason for employing them in the first place. Cultural brokerage was something that they did -or were supposed to do -but does that mean they were cultural brokers? Also, to see all CABS broadcasters as cosmopolitans means to emphasise their shared traits more than their differences. like Masiye and Nkhata, all were convinced that Africans needed greater political power and that the desired goal was a democratic, industrialised and urbanised 'modern' Zambia.
Following the connections between local cultural formations and global hierarchies mentioned earlier, one must ask how much CABS and FBC broadcasters were influenced by colonial and BBC ideas about the role of radio in society, what constitues 'good radio' andtheir role as broadcasters in Northern Rhodesia and independent Zambia. This question needs much more complex answers than it might seem, and the influence of BBC culture is subtle and not always visible in the work at CABS. More importantly, broadcasters did not simply take over a hegemonic BBC culture, but transformed it into something new -a CABS culture influenced, but not totally dominated, by its famous British example. Also, BBC ethics may have had an ambivalent effect that subverted colonial policy more than supporting it. Always we told the truth, according to the gospel of the B.B.C., in so far (sic) as we knew it.
If we had not, and had tried to gloss over set-backs and disasters, we could not have lived with ourselves and we should also have floundered from lie to lie into ever worse confusion.
Honesty was not only the best, but the only possible policy.
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CABS managers followed the same principle: 'The long-term advantages of a reputation for honesty far outweighed the short-term disadvantages in telling the whole truth to primitive listeners. Initially UNIP considered itself both the symbol and the main proponent of national unity. In the first years after independence the party retained its dominance in Zambian national politics, but it was challenged by intra-party conflict as well as an ANC opposition that, albeit on a small scale, had a stable electoral base. Conflicts inside the party as well as with the ANC opposition were soon
given an ethnic interpretation. The ANC's electoral base was southern Zambia, while every time a UNIP body or the parliament itself contained a majority from a particular region or ethnicity, political conflicts would be expressed in ethnic terms.
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The increasing authoritarianism of UNIP in government, and its leaders' conviction that the air and say something which will not please the Government. You'll be in trouble'. 57 The responsibilities were made clear for aspiring journalists: 'Once you joined the institution, you were being oriented for three months. During this period, you were told the function of the particular institution you were joining'. This function was quite clear: 'With the Government Services at that time, I think there were no problems, because we were inclined to fulfill the requirements of the government. Our duties were specifically to promote the activities of the government. We were an agent or the mouthpiece of the government'. 58 Looking at the region, this was not unusual. The
Tanzanian Broadcasting Corporation (TBC) developed in a similar way and even carefully censored Tanzanian music (which never happened in Zambia) mainly because of the musical tradition of Taarab which was used by the TANU government as propaganda.
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The restucturing of the Zambian station as a parastatal led to significant changes in hierarchy, career paths and working conditions for broadcasters, most of which the older generation, who had resisted CABS and FBC censorship, could not accept. What specifically did not go down well with them was the introduction of strict censorship by the ruling party to the news and actuality programmes, which had opened up to African producers and nationalist content only two years before. While young broadcasters who had joined the ZBS from 1965 accepted the new regime, older journalists saw their expectations of doing BBC-style independent journalism ruined. This was not just because of censored programmes, but also because they felt obstructed in day-to-day work. Cosmo Mlongoti, who had joined the relatively new ZBS TV station, explains:
They didn't even appreciate the constraints of having only one camera to undertake services of government operations and other, civic operations. We firmly believe that a Bemba announcer or Lozi announcer should be able to understand the idiomatic and proverbial aspect of his language, to make broadcasting more interesting.
We also believe that he should be able to have some idea of how people live in his tribal area, Musicians' that featured a Zambian-produced music, that blended several musical traditions (Jazz, guitar music and urban Zambian music). This coincided with listeners' tastes, as an audience survey established in 1971: nearly half of all interviewees wanted more Zambian music on the radio. In 1973, the government decreed a 90 per cent quota for Zambian music played on ZBS, and the station reintroduced 'Zimene Mwatifunsa'.
But Nkhata's model --which represented the journalists' practical and ethical ideals -was frustrated by a government that conflated the stability of the young Zambian nation with the party's longevity in power, convinced that UNIP was the only true representative of the Zambian nation.
Shortly before choosing the authoritarian option, the president, Kenneth Kaunda, held a two-day 'national mass media seminar' for the country's journalists. In a 'lengthy and "brutally frank"' 65 address, he sharply criticised them for failing to fulfil their duty to help build a 'Humanist society'.
For Kaunda, 'the mass media were to be an instrument of nation-building', but instead journalists 'still lived in the colonial past' and were 'caught up in the cobwebs of the so-called ethics of journalism, a lot of which were no more than colonial myths designed to mislead young Zambians in order that they could work against Zambian interests in furtherance of foreign interests'. 66 This paranoid worldview, in which not just criticism of government, but all negative reporting was deemed counterproductive and a threat to nation-building, stood behind the government's repressive measures against the media. By 1972, these policies had already affected the media so strongly that the assembled journalists 'unanimously endorsed the President's remarks'. 67 For Zambian politicians, '[t] he press was to foster national unity in all that it published. Any article that could possibly cause disunity in the nation was anathema to the party'. 68 about their role in Zambia, at least partly due to their training in courses organised in Lusaka. A BBC broadcaster seconded to ZBS reported in 1965:
Great stress was laid in these courses on the broadcasters' responsibilities to the country and to the part they could play in its further development. Early in 1965 a rather formal 'hand-out' about a speech of President Kaunda's urging Zambians to form co-operatives had been broadcast. Each course discussed at some length how, as broadcasters, they could help to keep people interested in this idea by using different radio forms.
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Thus, the journalists role was not 'objective' and autonomous reporting (a goal that had been set in theory before independence, albeit never structurally enabled), but to contribute positively to the country's development -i.e., nation-building. In UNIP's worldview, in which the party and its government was the only guarantor of national cohesion, criticism of either amounted to endangering national unity. Under the colonial government, there had been no conflict for journalists between BBC liberalism and UNIP's nationalism, for the censorship in colonial radio that suppressed discussion of nationalism was a clear violation of the BBC's core principles. Now, however, the nationalist government continued the policy of censorship, albeit based on a different ideological reasoning. While nationalist broadcasters continued to be sympathetic towards UNIP and its project of nation-building, they could not tolerate constant interference in their day-to-day work. Masiye took a position in the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting but eventually left to study and practice law. As Deputy Director, Nkhata struggled unsuccessfully with governmental restrictions and finally returned to his career in music. In 1974, he retired to his farm in southern Zambia. 70 Chileshe had already left in 1963 to become a public relations officer for the AngloAmerican Corporation in Kitwe. Mlongoti and others also left, frustrated by the working conditions.
By the early 1970s, all of the more prominent broadcasters who had started in colonial radio had left the station. 
Conclusion
Colonial radio was a fundamentally ambivalent project, because it had to respect listeners' wishes if propaganda was to reach its target audience. African broadcasters, who had been integrated into the system for exactly that reason, participated in this ambivalence. Their political commitment and creativity played an important role maintaining this ambivalence through a particularly repressive period in Zambia's colonial history. In music and entertainment programmes, African broadcasters, in cahoots with their listeners, subverted the very propaganda that they translated and announced in the controlled news slots. However, they could count on their direct superiors' sympathy. This cosmopolitan formation took ideological ambivalence a good step further, not just subverting colonial propaganda, but also influencing African broadcasters' attitudes towards nationalism, Zambian culture and their own role as journalists in colonial and post-colonial society. While this strengthened their resolve in challenging the colonial state, it also put them at odds with UNIP's increasingly authoritarian style of government from 1965 onwards.
Cosmopolitanism --as a class-based analysis of an intellectual formation --can explain the apparent contradiction between dedicated nationalist broadcasters and their nationalist government.
It also highlights their attitude to modernity in general and Zambia's path to achieving it in particular. Thus, Zambian broadcasters, as a part of the country's intellectual elite, absorbed many colonial ideas about Zambian culture, modernity and the nation. They also saw their role as journalists in light of the BBC ideal of objectivity and autonomy. While an analysis of broadcasters' attitudes allows us a close look at how colonial ideology influenced post-colonial elites, it also shows the cleavage through these elites after independence, influenced by their social and political position. Although UNIP politicians and broadcasters shared ideas about the future of the Zambian nation, about the character of that nation and its path to modernity, and although broadcasters might even have shared UNIP's identification of the party with the nation itself, they could not tolerate the
